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Abstract. 
The aim of this paper is to study the algebraic structure of Bernstein algebras which may 
be of infinite dimension. For that purpose， given Bernstein algebra A with a weight 
homomorphism ω， we shall consider a chain of ideals of A， which are closely connected 
with the upper central series for the kernel N ofωespecially in case that A is nuclear. Also 
we shall refer to the structure of N for a certain Bernstein algebra A . 
1. Preliminaries. UJ， U2 in U and z inZ: 
Let F be an infinite field of characteristic (1. 3) (uu¥) U2 + (U2U) U¥ + (判的)u= 0， 
different from two and A a commutative nonas・
sociative a1gebra over F. An a1gebra A is of infinite (1. 4) U¥(U2Z) + U2(U¥Z) o. 
dimension over F unless otherwise provided. If there 
exists a nonzero algebra homomorphism ω:A→Fwe 
call (A，ω) a baric algebra and ωa weight 
homomorphism. Then N: Kerωthe kernel ofωis 2. Properties 01 a chain 01 ideals L (r). 
an idea1 of codimension one of A and the factor 
algebra A/N isisomorphic to F. A baric a1gebra Let A = FetaN with N = UEDZ be a Bernstein 
(A，ω) is called a Bernstein algebra if a1gebra. We define recursively the subspace L(r) of 
(X2)2 = ω(x)2x2 for al x in A. 
Every Bernstein algebra has a unique weight 
homomorphism and every Bernstein algebra has at 
least one idempotent element e (i. e. element e手 O
with e2 e). If a Bernstein a1gebra (A，ω) h倍加
idempotent element e， then we have the Peirce 
decomposition: 
(1.1) A = FetaUEDZ (vector space direct sum) 
where U : = {xEA I ex=ト}， Z := {xEA I ex= 
O}. Note that N = UEDZ. The subspaces U and Z 
satisfy the relations 
(1. 2) UZ~U， 伊豆Z， Z2~ U， UZ2 = O. 
The following equations are satisfied for a11 u， 
A for every integer r孟oas follows. 
De1inition. Let L(O) := {uεU I uU = O} 
and L(r+ 1):= {nEN I nN亘L(r)}forr孟O.
Note that the definition of L(O) is independent 
of the Peirce decomposition of A， in other words， 
the choice of an idempotent element e (cf. [1， p. 
434))， and consequently the definition of L (r) 
(r>O) is so， too. 
In the following we sha11 state some properties 
of L (r) 's. First note that the following lemma holds 
(cf. [2， p. 540]). 
Lemma 1. The subspace L(O) is an idea1 of A 
such that L(0)2 = 0 and Z2 ~L(O). 口




Poof. We shall use induction on r. (i) From 
Lemma 1 we have L(O)N呈L(0). Therefore we have 
L(O) CL(1) by the definition of L(1). This means 
that the inclusion relation holds for r = O. (i) We 
assume that the inclusion L (r) CL (r+ 1) holds for 
some integer rミO. Then by the definition of 
L (r+ 1) and the inductive assumption we have 
L(r+ 1) N亘L(r)CL(r十1).This shows that the re-
lation L (r+ 1) CL (r+ 2) holds， which completes in-
duction.口
L (r+ 1). From the definition of L (r+ 1) and 
Proposition 2 we have n NCL (r) CL (r+ 1). There-
fore we have nA CL (r+ 1). This means that 
L (r+ 1) is an ideal of A. Finally by the definition 
of L (r+ 1) we have L (r+ 1) 2亘L(r). Consequently 
it is easily seen that L (r+ 1) [r+2] is included in 
L(r)[r+1l， which equals zero by the induction 
assumption. Hence the equation (2.2) holds for 
r十1.This completes induction.口
Define U(O):=L(O)， Z(O):= 0; U(r):= L(r) 
n u， Z(r): = L (r)パZfor r孟1.
For any algebra B over F， we define B[O] : =B， Lemma 4. If U(2k+ 1) U(2k)， then 
B[r+ 1] : = (B[寸)2(rミ0). Z(2k+2) = Z(2k+ 1). 
Proposition 3. For each integer r孟0，L (r) is Prooj. Suppose that U(2k+ 1) U(2k). Let Z 
an ideal of A， satisfying the following re1ations: be any e1ement in Z(2k十2). Then zUCL (2k+ 1) 
(2.1) L(r) = (L(r) n U)fB(L(r)ハZ)，
(2.2) L(r)[川 ]- O. 
内U U(2k+ 1) from by the definition of 
L (2k + 2) and the relation (1. 2). This leads to 
zUc U(2k) CL (2k) by hypothesis while we have 
zZCL (0) CL (2k) from Lamma 2 and Proposition 
2. Consequently we have zN三L(2k) and so ZE 
Proof. We shall use induction on r. (i) From L(2k十1)n Z Z(2k+ 1). Since z is any element 
Lemma 1 we know that L(O) isan ideal of A with in Z(2k+2)， we can conclude that Z(2k+2) 
L(O)[l] ニ O.The relation (2.1) for r = 0 istrivial Z(2k+ 1).口
since L (0)三U.Therefore the assertion holds in case 
of r = O. Proposition 5. If U(2k+ 1) U(2k) ， then 
( i) We assume that， for some nonnegative integer U(2k十3)= U(2k+2). 
r， L (r) isan ideal of A satisfying (2. 1) .and (2.2). 
Let n u + z be an arbitrary element in L (r+ 1) 
with u εU， zεZ. Then， for any U1 in U， U1n 
U1 U + U1Z E L (r) by the definition of L (r+ 1) . 
We have U1 uEL(r) nz and U1 ZEL(r)ハU from 
the induction assumption and the relation (1.2). 
Therefore we get z UCL (r). Also， for any ZI in Z， 
nZ1 UZ1 + ZZIεL (r) by the definition of L (r) ， 
where ZZIεp三L(0) from Lemma 2. Since L (0) 
CL(r) by Proposotion 2， we can conclude that ZZI 
εL(r) and so Z ZCL(r). Consequently z NCz U 
+ z ZCL (r). This shows that zεL (r+ 1) by the 
definition of L (r+ 1) and so UεL (r+ 1). Therefore 
the relation (2. 1) holds for r+ 1. Again let n = U 
+ z be an arbitrary element in L (r十1)，where u， 
zeL(r+1)as just Shown Then ne =;U is in 
Proof. Suppose that U(2k+ 1) U(2k). 
Then we have Z(2k+2) = Z(2k+ 1) by Lemma 4. 
Let U be any element in U(2k+3). Then by the 
definition of L (2k+ 3)， the relation (1. 2) and 
hypothesis we have uU亘L(2k+2)nz = Z(2k+2) 
= Z(2k+1)三L(2k+ 1). Note that (uZ)N亘(uZ)U
+ (uZ)Z. The relations (1. 4) and (1. 2) lead one 
to (uZ) Uc (uU)ZCp and so (uZ) U三L(2k)since 
PCL (0) CL (2k) by Lemma 2 and Proposition 3. 
While we get (uZ)ZCL (2k+2)Z亘L(2k+ 1) by the 
definition of L (2k+ 3) and L (2k十2)，we get (uZ) 
Z亘U from (1.2). Therefore we have (uZ) 
Z亘L(2k+1) n U = U(2k十1).By hypothesis this 
means that (uZ) Z亘U(2k).Hence we have (UZ) 
NCL (2k). Again this means that uZCL (2k+ 1). 
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Both uU亘L(2k+ 1) and uZ亘L(2k+ 1) brings out uZ uZ (2k -1) uZ (2k)呈U(2k-1) by the 
uN亘L(2k+ 1)， which means that uεL(2k+2) n U definition of Z(2k) and Proposition 2. Thus we 
U(2k+2) by the definition of L(2k+2). Since u obtain uN~L(2k- 1)， which means that u is an 
is any element in U(2k+3)， we have U(2k+3) element in U(2k). Since u isany element.in U we 
U(2k+2).口 haveshown that U = U(2k) and so L(2k) N. 
Now it is c1ear th副 L(r) N for every integer 
Theorem 6. For each integer k孟othe follow- r孟2k.Similarly one can show that if there exists a 
ing relations hold: positive integer k such that U(2k) U， then L(r) 
N for every integer ，主2k.口
(2.3) U(2k+1) = U(2k) ， 
(2.4) Z(2k+2) = Z(2k+1). 
3. Nilpotency and solvability of N. 
Proof. We shall use induction on k. (i) Let u 
be any element in U(1). Then by the definition of Let B be any a1gebra over F. An algebra B is 
U(1) and the relation(1.2) we have uU三L(O)ηZ called solvable if B [ぺ ofor some integer r. An 
= 0， which means that uEL(O) U(O). Since u is algebra B is called nilpotent if there exists an integer 
any element in U(1)， we have U(1) U(O) from r such that al products with r factors in B， no 
Proposition 2. Then from Lemma 4 we also have matter how associated， equal zero. It is known that 
Z(2) Z(1). Thus the relations (2.3) and (2.4) B is nilpotent if and only if there exists an integer r 
hold for k O. such that B' 0， Where Bl: = B， B': = B'-lB 
( i) We suppose that both (2.3) and (2.4) hold (cf. [4]). 
for some integer k. Then from Lemma 5 we have 
U(2k+3) U(2k+2). This implies that Z(2k+4) Now let A FeffiN with N UffiZ be a 
Z(2k+3). Consequent1y we have shown that the Bemstein algebra and ωweight homomorphism of A. 
relations (2.3) and (2.4) hold for k+ 1.This com-
pletes induction.口
Corollary 7. The following implications hold: 
Lemma 9. There exists an integer s孟osuch 
that L (s) N if and only if there exists a non-
negative integer r such that U Z三U(r).
Prooj. Suppose that U Z~ U(r) with r孟O.Let 
( i) If U(2k) U(2k-1) for some integer k>O， z be any element in Z. Then zZ呈U(O)亘U(r)by 
then L(2k) = L(2k-1). Lemma 1 and Proposition 2 and zU~ U(r) by 
hypothesis. Therefore we have that ZN亘U(r)亘L(r)
(ii) If Z(2k) = Z(2k+ 1) forsome integer k?;，.O， and so zεL (r+ 1) n Z = Z (r+ 1). This shows that 
then L(2k+2) = L(2k+1).口 Z= Z(r+ 1). If r = 2k， then we have L (r+2) 
N by Theorem 8. If r = 2k+ 1， then we have Z = 
Theorem 8. If there exists an integer k > 0 such Z (r) by Corollary 7 and so L (r+ 1) = N by The-
that Z(2k-1) = Z orU(2k) = U， then L(r) = N orem 8 agairt. Reciprocally if L(s) = N with s孟0，
for ev町yinteger r孟2k. then we have U(s) U呈UZ from (1.2).口
Proof. Suppose that Z(2k-1) Z for some For any subspace 8 of an a1gebra N and an In-
k>O and u be any element in U. Note that Z(2k) teger r we denote by [8， N]' the subspace of N de-
Z by Theorem 6. Then we have uU三Z(2k-l) fined by [8，刈1= 8 N， [8，刈，+1 [8，刈，N. 
by the relation (1. 2) and hypothesis. Also we have 
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Proposition 10. If N is a nilpotent algebra， 
then there exists an integer s such that L (s) N. 
Proof. Suppose that N' 0 for some integer 
r. In case r 1 we have L (0) N 0 and in 
case r= 2 we have L(O) U(O) U and so L(s) 
N for some s. Let r孟3.Then we have that the 
subspace [U Z，刈，-2 0 by hypothesis. Therefore 
[U Z，川，-3is contained in L(1) by the definition 
A Bernstein algebra A FeffiN with N = U 
fiz is called nuc/ear in case that A 2 = A， which is 
known to be equvalent to U2 Z. 
Proposition 12. If a Bernstein algebra A is 
nuc1ear， that is， U2 = Z， then L (r)呈N九1for each 
integer r孟O.
of L (1). Recursively we have U Z三L(r-2) n U = Proof. We shall use induction on k. (i) Let u 
U(r-2). Consequently L (s) N for some s by be any element in L (0) U(O). Then uU = O. 
Lemma 9.口 Wehave that uZ = UU2~ (uU) U by U2 = Z and 
Remark. The existence of an integer s such that 
L (s) N is not a sufficient condition for N to be 
nilpotent. (cf. [2， p.542] for a counterexample) 
We shall define the upper central series for N: 
No = 0呈N， ~N2~N3~"
Definition. No:= 0， N'+l:= {neN I nN~N，} 
(r孟0).
the equation (1.3). Therefore uN 0， which 
means that u isan element in N，. This shows that 
L(O)呈N，・
( ii) Suppose that L (r)三N九， for some integer 
r孟O. Let n be any element in L (r+ 1). Then n 
N~L (r) by the definition of L (r+ 1). Therefore we 
have n N三N，+"which means that n eNト+2and so 
L(r+ 1)三N九2・Thiscompletes induction.口
Corollary 13. If a Bernstein algebra A is 
nuc1ear， then 
Then one can observe easily that Nトisan ideal (3.4) No =0三L (O) 亘N， 三L ( 1) 呈N2~'
of an algebra N and Nト呈N山 for rミO.Note that 
the following equation holds by the definition of 
N，. 
(3.2) [凡，刈， = 0 for r孟O.
~N，三L(r) ~N，+， ~. . . 
Proof. The proof is c1ear by relation (3.3) and 
Proposition 12.口
Proposition 11. The kernel N of ωis a nilpo・ Remark.It can be shown that in case of (j2 
tent algebra if and only if there exists an integer Z we have 
rミosuch that N， N. 
(3.5) 凡 = (N川 U)ffi(N川Z)
Proof. If N， N for some r~O， then by 
(3.2) we have N'+' O. Reciprocally if N'+' for each integer r孟O.
0， then from the definition of N， wehave that N'呈
N" which brings out N~Nト recursively. This im- Proposition 14. Let a Bernstein a1gebra A 
plies that Nト=N.口 FeffiNwith N Ufiz be finitely generated. If 
L(r) = L(r+l) for some r， then L(r) = N. 
The following relation obviously holds by the 
definition of N， and L(r): Proof. Suppose that L(r) 手 N. Then there 
(3.3) Nト三L(r) for every integer rミO.
exists at least one element no in N such that noザ
L(r). In case of no N亘L(r)， since no eL (r+ 1) by 
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the definition of L (r + 1)clearly we have L (r) 手 [3] Peresi. L， A. Nilpotency in Bernstein al-
L(r+1)， which is to be proved. Consequently we gebras， Arch. Math. 56， 437-439 (1991) 
can suppose that no N 草L(r)， that is， there exists [4] Schafer， R. D. An introduction to nonassocia-
an element nl in N such th副 nonl f$L (r). If one tive algebras， Academic Press， 2ne ed. (1969) 
proceeds with this argument， there are two possible [5] Zhevlakov， K. A.， Slin'ko， A. M.， Shestakov， 
conclusions; 1. P.叩 dShirshov， A.1. : Rings that are nearly 
associative， Academic Press (1982) 
Case 1 : there exist finite elements no， n]， . . . ， ns
in N such th剖 n:=(... ((no nl) n2・・ )nsf$L (r) but 
n N~L(r) ， and 
Case 1I: there exist elements no， nl' . . ， n:s> 
in N such that (... ((no nl) n2...) nsザL(r)for al 
s逗o.
But we know that on the the assumption that A 
is a finitely generated Bernstein algebra the quotient 
algebra N/L(1) is nilpotent as in the proof of [2， 
Theorem 3]， which means that there exists an in-
teger s such that Ns三L(1)， also Ns + 1 ~L (1) 
N亘L(0). This is inconsistent with Case 1I. There-
fore we come to Case 1. Then clearly we have L (r) 
-:/= L(r+l).口
Corollary 15. If a Bernstein algebra A Fe 
ffiN with N UffiZ is of finite-dimension， then 
there exists an integer r孟osuch that L (r) = N.口
We hope to show that Corollary 15 remains 
true provided the assumption of finite-dimension is 
replaced with finiteness of generators， i.e.， we 
present the following conjecture: 
Conjecture. If a Bernstein algebra A = FeffiN 
with N = UffiZ is finitely generated， then there ex・
ists an integer rミosuch that L(r) = N. 
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